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Officials plan to reopen Deal Hall as brothel
By Larry Flynt
Staff Writer

Department of Housing officials have announced plans to
turn a vacant Deal Hall into a
brothel beginning fall quarter.
Assistant Director of Housing
for Student Affairs Vickie
Hawkins said the controversial
decision was made for purely
economic decisions. "With noth-

ing else to do with the deserted
dorm, we couldn't think of
anything that could put the building to better use and at the same
time turn a tidy profit," she said.
Early estimates put the amount
of money a brothel could earn at
well over $500,000 a year. "A
half-million dollars every year
will do wonders for the housing
situation. New dorms galore!"
she exclaimed.

When asked of the legal
implications of such a project,
Hawkins explained that, since
GSC is a nonprofit organization,
"we don't have to worry about the
feds."
"Besides," she added, "this
sort of thing has been going on
under our noses for years in
Johnson, so it's about time we got
a piece of the action."

Evidently, the plans include
the recruitment of girls from the
underground sex-for-sale program currently taking place at
Johnson. "We'll give the girls a
free room at Deal, 50% of their
profits, and all the clean sheets
they need," Hawkins said.
This plan is evidently very
popular with the girls. "Sounds
great to me. I haven't had clean
sheets in months," said freshman

Dill's on sale
.this week
■

GSC officials have teamed up
with the Statesboro Police Department to offer students a 75%
discount on DUI's and DWI's this
week only, according to Vice
President of Student Affairs John
Nolen.
"When the police department
first came to me with the idea, I
burst out laughing," said Nolen at
a press conference last Saturday
night. "I was laughing so hard I
had to leave the room."
GSC students are not sure what
to think about the issue.
"I think it's a good idea but I
wouldn't want to do it right now

[get a DUI]; it's too cold out, especially if you're in a convertible,"
said one WVGS staff member.
Another GSC student who supported the discount said, "Maybe
they'll only put 25% of a DUI on
my record if I get 75% off-maybe
they'll give me a discount on my
insurance too!"
Officials, on the other hand,
are completely supportive of the
idea. "Hopefully, this will help
them [students] get all of this
nonsense out of their systems,"
Sheriff Herald Aikins said.
One-hundred Campus Security
officers will reportedly be assisting the Statesboro Police Department in the program.

Jake, pictured here with spokesman Tom Grovenstein, is running on a platform of student frivolity.

GSC installs Family Planning Centers
By Justo Condo
GSC will install 500 new
"Family Planning Center" dispensers containing prophylactics
and related devices in the restrooms across campus to assist
in the prevention of AIDS and to
facilitate student purchases of
such "embarrassing" items. According to Larry Smitte of Plant
Operations, the idea was conceived from various bathrooms in
other cities in Georgia.
"Just about every public restroom in Atlanta is equipped
with this nifty little dispenser;
GSC thought it was a good move in
the direction of AIDS prevention
and, besides, you can have a little
fun with it at the same time," said
Smitte.
The new dispensers, which
charge customers 50 cents for a
condom or one of three other various items, will be distributed
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throughout the campus, in the
dormitories, in the faculty administration buildings, in the
class buildings, and other selected bathrooms with a private
one in the According to Plant Operations, 50 dispensers were installed at GSC for a trial period
and have had so much success
that the dispensers themselves
will become a permanent addition campus-wide.
One adamant supporter of the
new dispensers is the campus radio station, WVGS 91.9. GSC students see the new dispensers as
having entertainment value.

"When I first began school
here three years ago, I would have
never guessed that GSC would become 'Condom Capital of the
World,'" said Linda Lew, a senior at GSC. "They [the dispensers] have blue condoms, regular ones, black lace ones, ones
with things on them; I can't believe the things that come out of
that machine," added Lew, pointing to the bathroom across the hall
from her classroom in Hollis.

tinues to grow. "I see girls in
there all the time buying them just
to look at them; I don't know anyone that uses them, but I'm SURE
they do."

According to Lew, many students say that they are offended by
the new dispensers but usage con-

One-hundred Campus Security
officers will reportedly be the first
to use the new machines.

By Barton Lynch

said current world champ
Tommy Curren of the Association
of Surfing Professional's decision to choose Statesboro as the
contest headquarters.
The contest will be held at 16th
Street on Tybee Island starting
today with a series of two-man
elimination heats. The finals
will be held Sunday at noon.
"We're really stoked about surfing the island," said Australian

Mark Occilupo, currently rated
third in the World Championship
race. "Sure., Hawaii has great
waves, but when it comes to power
and consistency, Tybee's the
spot."
Surf legend and fellow-Australian Mark Richards echoed
Occilupo's feelings. "I've surfed
all over the planet--Fiji,
Uluwatuu, Hawaii, back home,
you name it. But I've never seen

One male student said, "Wow,
'Dispensers from Hell'-I think
they're hilarious. I believe that
everyone, should use them. That
way, you can get your piece of the
rock and not have to worry about it
getting you back."

x

Jake-the-Snake, 8, a 6'8" boa
constrictor from the Georgia
Southern Museum, will be running for president of the Student
Government Association this
quarter.
"If the students show enough
support, Jake just may run for
U.S. president," said Tom
Grovenstein, Jake's spokesman.
"Look out, Bush!"
After years of observing the
many students at GSC, Jake has
compiled several suggestions for
improvements in student activities, school spirit and education.
Student activities include: a
slip-n-slide located in the common grounds between Williams
Center and the Administration
Building, a go-cart track around
the lake, and a frisbee golf course
in Sweetheart Circle.
To promote school spirit, a pep
rally will be held in Hanner
Fieldhouse every Friday to have
the world's greatest toilet paper
toss.
In addition, the core curriculum will be terminated, along
with the GPA requirements.
Please vote for Jake-theSnake, the Ultimate Party Reptile, April 14 in Williams Center.
And thank you for your support.

Rod! Surfers invade the Boro
Surfer Guy

The world's top surfers are in
town this week for a stayover in
preparation for the Tybee Pro surf
contest to be held through Sunday.
"Savannah has some killer
hotels, but nothing can match the
service and
five-star accommodations offered by the Stiles Motel-not to mention the hot Statesboro night life. All these girls!"

Campus cops can crank callers
By Mike W. Swain

Staff Writer

A recent string of obscene telephone calls which had continued
over a period of four months has
finally been ended, thanks to the
combined efforts of a group composed of officers from the Statesboro and Bulloch County Police
departments and the Georgia Bureau of Investigation.
Captain Bill Neville of the GBI,
spokesperson for this group offi-

clear was gaining approval from
President Henry, but even that
turned out to be not much of a
problem. "A few of the girls
helped convince him [Henry] of
the merits of the project and he responded quite well," she said.
Henry was obviously delighted. "Yessiree, them gals are
great," he said.
One-hundred Campus Security
officers will serve as bouncers.

Local voters
favor Jake

i

By D. U. Istanbul

flesh
entrepreneur
Dana
Rimshot.
Heading up the project as supervisor of the "ladies" will be
former Assistant Director of
Housing for Assignments Louise
Screws. "People have been addressing me as 'madame' for
years so I guess I'm finally taking it to heart," she said.
According to Hawkins, the
biggest hurdle for the project to

cially known as the Sexual Misconduct Undercover Team
(known affectionately as SMUT),
disclosed that his department was
brought into the case in midFebruary when the number of
such phone calls began reaching
maximum proportions.
"Apparently, the caller or
callers was simply going down
the alphabet, dialing the numbers
of people listed in the phone book,"
said Neville.

Continued on page 6

anything as outrageous as Tybee's tubes. It's way better than
Pipeline even," he said.
Before the contest, some of the
pros held a clinic at Eagle Creek
for some of GSC's surfers. "It
was killer seeing all these guys,
who I had only read about in
Surfer magazine, actually

Admission
standards
skyrocket
By Jeffrey Bean

In a re-evaluation of its admission requirements for fall
quarter of 1988, GSC decided to
raise the standards by 159% from
the previous proposal making it
necessary for new applicants to
hold an SAT score of 1650 and a
high school grade point average of
5.0.
According to Johnny Frick,
GSC's old admission requirements were incompatible with
those of the larger universities in
Georgia and he feels that the new
standards are even more incompatible.
Head football coach Erk Russell is strongly opposed to the new
hike. "How the hell am I gonna
find smart fellers who can pass
their classes and the ball at the
same time? For cryin' out loud!
What next?!" said Russell. "And
you can take THAT all the way to
the press!" he added.
One-hundred Campus Security officers reportedly share
Russell's feelings.

Continued on page 7

Garbage
can overturns
By Wally Shore

Staff Writer

Continued on page 6

A recent toilet paper shortage has students groveling for all
they can get their hands on.

GSC's largest garbage can
overturned yesterday as a result
of a particularly blustery gust of
wind, Campus Security officials
reported.
No one was injured in the incident, however. "It was really
fortunate nobody was killed, considering the size of the thing,"
Captain Bob NeSmith of the Department of Public Safety said.
The can involved is located
behind Veazey Hall between
Lewis and Hendrix Halls, reports
indicated.
One-hundred campus security
officers, an engine from the

Continued cm page 6
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GSC Dancers Prepare for Inaugural Festivities
By Alowz E. Guy
The inauguration of new president Nicholas Henry promises to
be a real event here at GSC. Along
with many other campus organizations, the GSC Dancers are
planning a special recital in
honor of our new president.
Ms. F. Artsy, director and
choreographer of the troupe, described the performance as, "
violent, yet gentle; passionate, yet
chaste; modern, yet classical.
This is art, art at its most
exquisite and sublime."
Ms. Artsy emphasizes that she
tries to make a statement with her
dance. "This particular dance is
an allegory of repression . . . it's
about ripping the veils from our
eyes and seeing life as it really

A staff member who witnessed
a rehearsal of the performance
concurred, "There is nothing
veiled on those girls!"
The thirty-minute dance is a
dramatization in dance of the life
of that revered twentieth-century
cultural hero, Prince, which includes both his early days and his
later superstardom. Older faculty
members with weak hearts have
been advised not to attend.
"It's certainly not for everyone," gasped one shaken observer. "I don't want to give
anything away, but there's lots of
whipped cream and leather . . .'.
Ideally, they should end this show
by providing cold showers for the
audience. I can't wait till the inauguration!"
Ms. Artsy is a new faculty
member who hopes that the new
spirit she has expressed in this

show will become a GSC tradition. "I feel that my three years as
a dancer on Solid Gold have more
than prepared me for a position as
a GSC professor. After all, nothing can replace experience in the
art world."
Henry is reportedly enthusiastic about the theme and content
of the show. According to one
anonymous source in the President's Office, "Oh, yes, he's a big
Prince fan. Sometimes, late on
Friday afternoon when he thinks
everyone's gone home, we catch
him lip-synching to Prince
videos in his office. It's an open
secret in the Administration
Building."
The performance will be held
on April 26 in McCroan Auditorium.
Several civic groups, includ-

Continued on page 6

Costumed (somewhat) dancers rehearse their inaugural performance, an operetta based
on Prince's early career. Pregnant women and those with weak hearts are encouraged to
stay home.

Mysterious Creature Roams Campus Government Cover-Up Exposed
By S. Holmes

Ace Crime- and Strange Stuff Reporter

An unusual creature was
sighted on the evening of March
31 around 9 p.m. swimming sedately through the pond by the library. The observer was one Edward Burington, who was returning to his dorm from a night job.
"It was terrible," reported Mr.
Burington, "I'll never forget that,
ever! I feared for my life!"
With horrified eyes, the witness saw the creature slither up
the bank. An ordinary goose from
the neck up, this creature sported
the addition of a huge serpentine
tail. Startled by the young man,
the creature reared up, dived into
the lake, and disappeared into the
night.
After hearing the description of
the creature, one biology professor
was quoted as saying, "It's
amazing! I didn't think there

An artist's representation of
the elusive gooseosaurus
which lurks in the depths of
the GSC lake.
were any left. Imagine having
one in our lake."
The professor refused to commit himself, but speculated that
the creature might be the mysterious gooseosaurus, primitive forerunner of today's goose.
"If I'm right," he said, "we
have a major scientific discovery

Southern Days & Nights
CAMPUS LIFE ENRICHMENT
Friday, April 2, the GSC
Symphonic Band presents a
medley entitled "Great Hits
by Aerosmith," featuring
their version of the classic,
"Walk This Way" at 8 p.m.
in the Foy Recital Hall.
Monday, April 5, as part of the
Biology Lecture Series, Dr.
Nebblesmith presents a
lecture entitled, "Arctic
Moose Mating Calls and How
They Can Work for You." All
students are warned to keep
any Arctic Mooses that
wander onto campus far away
from the Biology Building at
12 p.m., as there is a good
chance that they will go
berserk and start assaulting
passersby if they hear these
mating calls.
CAB
Wednesday, April 7, CAB kicks
off a series of popular
' Yugoslavian
films,
beginning with the Yugoslav
classic,
"Byglovadia
Nslevski." Yugoslavian,
with no subtitles.

FILM CLASSICS
Monday, April 5, - Friday, April
10, as a special project, the
Film Classics has obtained
the entire "Emmanuelle"
series and will be showing
one film a night throughout
the week, starting with
"Emmanuelle in Bangkok"
and continuing through
"Emmanuelle
Writhes
Again." As if you sex-crazed
puppies weren't exhausted
from Spring Break!
FOY GALLERY
Tuesday, April 6, the Gallery
opens an exhibit featuring
models of all campus
buildings. "There's so much
art around us," says one
gallery official. "Just look at
our campus." Styles range
from the neo-Lego style of Foy
itself to "Stained Glass
Abstraction", the official title
of the Williams Center. Show
opens at 12 noon.
MUSEUM
All this quarter, the museum will
feature a special exhibit
depicting the little-known
history and features of the
elusive gooseosaurus.

MISS USA WINS $250,000 ON CBS-TV :';

MISS GEORGIA USA
PAGEANT 1989
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NO PERFORMING TALENT REQUIRED
You can win fame and fortune as Georgia's
representative in the nationally televised Miss
USA Pageant next spring. The search for Miss
Georgia is on. State finals will be November
19 & 20 in Atlanta. If you are single and between the ages of 17 and 24 as of February 1,
1989, you may qualify. For FREE entry information, send your name, address, age and telephone
to: Miss Georgia USA, National Headquarters,
P.O. Box 676, Silver Spring, Maryland 20901
or phone TOLL FREE 800-525-5025.
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DONNA RAMPY
Miss Georgia USA 1988

MISS GA RECEIVES EUROPEAN TRIP \ \

on our hands. The GSC lake is
amazingly similar to the
primordial slime. Who knows
what's down there?"
To further investigate this
phenomenon, the Federal Government is flying in a special
team of research scientists, experts in the evolutionary field.
According to all reports, the scientists anticipate a major breakthrough inspired by "Old
Spikeosaurus," as the creature is
coming to be known on camDus.
One administrator saw in the
creature even more possibilities.
"The state will have to make us a
university now that we have a
tourist attraction. I'm proposing
that we change the proposed
Lakeside Cafe to the Official
Monster Spotting Place. We can
sell gooseosaurus T-shirts,
gooseosaurus license plates,
gooseosaurus underwear. Who
knows? Maybe even someday . . .
The
Georgia
Southern
Gooseosauri! Hey, if Santa Cruz's
mascot is a bananna slug, anything's possible!"
Meanwhile, the GSC lake lies
as murky and mysterious as
ever. And somewhere, in its impenetrable depths, swims a living
legend and a fantastic financial
opportunity.

such as loss of body hair, highpitched voice, lesser muscle development, and, in certain cases,
breast development.
Because of the popularity of the
cologne, the government withheld
the results of the study, for fear of
causing a national panic.
The details of the study were
revealed to the George-Anne by

one of the original research scientists, a professor here at GSC,
on the condition that we protect his
identity.
"Dr. X" told us that the study
took place over a five-year period
and involved 200 subjects between
the ages of 15 and 35 years of age.
"The results were conclusive,"

An incredible event in history
took place on Friday, March 25, at
precisely 3:25 p.m., an equivalent
or repetition of which we are not
likely to see in our lifetimes: Everything on campus went right.
"It was almost as if, for one
brief moment, the world stopped
dead in its tracks and then started
turning in reverse," said a bewildered Billy McBride as he sat
at a stone bench outside the
Williams
Center,
staring
dazedly at his hands.
On this day, extraordinary
things were noted all over campus, as reported by numerous befuddled observers. In his Creative
Writing class, Dr. Humma ad-

mitted that he had privately read a
number of the novels by Stephen
King and secretly found them to
have more literary worth than
those of D. H. Lawrence. During
a rather lengthy telephone conversation with a fellow professor
from Duke, Dr. Hew Joiner actually completed a sentence which
contained simply a subject, verb,
and complete complement without
exceeding two syllables for any
one word.
One biology professor is reported to have said to his Bio 151
class that he realized he had made
a mistake as an undergraduate
in his choice of careers. He declared that the only science worth
studying is English. Even a Resident Assistant in Winburn Hall
got into the act by declaring her

wish that 24-hour visitation would
be put into practice in the Nunnery. Other confused persons
noted that the girls on campus
even opened doors for the guys
and volunteered to carry their
books and other essentials. These
females refused to speak unless
some male talked to them first.
Needless to say, it was a moment of total chaos, a moment
when everything in our known
section of the universe turned
topsy-turvy.
Though campus scientists have
searched diligently for the cause
of such an event, it has yielded no
plausible explanation. Therefore,
researchers (and all concerned
parties) can only wait and hope
that a similar phenomenon does
not happen again.

course, the only official student
newspaper of GSC) felt compelled
to investigate this hallowed institution, to reveal their secrets, for
all the world to see.
The secret of this legendary
establishment, we found, lies in

the back of the kitchen, in an area
forbidden to the casual visitor or
nosy student. An officer, handpicked from the ranks of GSC's
finest, stands guard, protecting
the most securely hidden culinary formula since Coca Cola.

There, in an antiquated
freezer, lay the answer to the
mystery of the unique flavor
characteristic of Landrum cooking. We could only stare in reverential awe. We were, after all,
in the presence of a legend.

By Ralph Tater
A recent government study
showed that Polo, a popular men's
cologne, has been found to cause
sterility in males. Heavy usage,
defined as a daily "splash," even
elicits the development of secondary female characteristics

Continued on page 6

When the World Stood Still...
By Wim N. Haiter
Ghost Writer

Landrum adventures in Good Eating

By Betty A. Crock

and

Duncan Hinesville
The traditional college student
writes home to Mom asking for
cookies, cake, and other contributions. Here at-GSC, however,
students often write home asking
Mom to learn to cook Landrumstyle.
"I don't know what's wrong
with my little Scooter," sobbed one
distraught mother, "but ever since
he went off, he won't eat plain ole
turnip greens 'n corn pone anymore. He wants that fancy food
like they cook up to the college."
Landrum Dining Hall has
been responsible for introducing
a whole generation to the joys of
the finer points of Southern (no
pun intended) cuisine. Downhome ingredients, combined with
a certain GSC flair, make dining
chez Landrum a memorable experience.
The George-Anne (as, of

Landrum's
answer to the
Colonel's
seven herbs
and spices The
secret is at last
revealed!

Our counselors and professional staff are with you every day, every
pound of the way to help you reach your goal.
So for the diet that works, call Physicians WEIGHT LOSS Center today.

•. Physicians
' WEIGHT LOSS
Centers®
764-9091

With you every day, every pound of the way.sM
Each Center indepentently owned and operated.

PHYSICIANS WEIGHT LOSS CENTERS • 601 Branen St. • Statesboro, Ga. 30458 •% 764-9019

BASH RIPROCK'S
RESTAURANT AND LOUNGE

Daily Lunch Specials
IN HOUSE

$2.99
"FOOD, FUN & THEN SOME"
Georgia Avenue
(Near the Cinemas)

681-1685
Delivery
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Being the big fan of Bloom
County that I am, and realizing
that nobody else in Statesboro
cares enough to carry this fine
comic, I decided to help bring all
you guys up-to-date with what's
been happening in the County
since we last published. Read and
enjoy!
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College and Greek Shop
v 681-3912

T-SHIRTS
TANK TOPS

Arriving
Daily!
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We Now Screenprint

Softball Uniforms
Russell-2 button shirts
& shorts.
XXL Available.
New Era Hats
CHECK OUR PRICES

WELCOME BACK FROM SPRING BREAK!

100 KEGS
FREE BEER
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Tips for spring quarter
With Spring Break a thing of the past and the new
quarter well underway, the George-Anne would like to
offer a few of our favorite spring quarter survival tips to
help get you through this last and most difficult quarter.
Remember that your tan comes before all else. Your
tan is much more than mere skin pigmentation; it is a
reflection of your true worth as an individual and is
therefore worthy of any and every effort you can make to
improve upon it. We recommend skipping any and all
classes which may conflict with prime tan time, as well
as enrollment in any one of Statesboro's fine tanning
salons. Why tan in the sun for free when you can spend
lots of money to have the same thing done artificially?
Don't worry about wrinkles or skin cancer; just remember
that anything worth having is worth suffering for.
Always drive your car to class. Sure, it may be a sunny
89 degrees outside, but what can possibly beat the thrill of
driving those 200 yards to class in air-conditioned bliss?
Don't worry about parking tickets either; paying $5 for a
parking space is common fare in most large cities.
Remember that nobody really expects you to learn
anything over spring quarter. Who could possibly
concentrate on calculus when the temperature rises above
60? Ask to have class held outside or, better yet, to have
class cancelled every Friday. Don't feel bad about loud
yawns in the middle of class or staring out the window all
period. These are simply commonly accepted ways of
letting your professor know when your attention span is at
a minimum and that class should end early.
Your spring wardrobe should consist of only the
tightest shorts, the shortest halters, and lots of baby oil.
Why work so hard on a tan if you don't show it off?
Wearing clothes that leave little to the imagination not
only helps you attract members of the opposite sex by
displaying your assets but also distracts most professors to
the point that they completely lose their train of thought
and have to call off class early.
Finally, never stay in town over the weekend. Head for
the beach, go home, or go shopping in Savannah, but
under no circumstances should you abide in the 'Boro
when you don't absolutely have to be here. Fortunately,
most students already have lots of practice at this
important ritual of GSC life.

Due to the complete incompetence and utter mindlessness of the present staff, the editor of the BoyGeorge-Anne is seeking a completely new editorial
board and staff. If you would like to become part of
the fastest shrinking and least respected group at
Georgia Southern just stop by our office and we'll give
you a job! Remember, you can't be any worse than
Mike Mills or Ryan Blake!
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The BOY-GEORGE-ANNE is the unofficial student newspaper of Georgia Southern College, owned and operated by GSC students and
utilizing the facilities provided by GSC. The ideas expressed herein are
those of the editor or the individual authors (who else would take
credit?) and do not necessarily represent the views of the Student
Media Committee, the administration, the faculty and staff of Georgia Southern College, orthe University System of Georgia, or anyone
else for that matter. The BOY-GEORGE-ANNE is published when we
get around to it.
OFFICE: Room 110, F. I. Williams Center.
MAIL: The BOY-GEORGE-ANNE, Landrum Center Box 8001,
Georgia Southern College, Statesboro, Ga. 30460.
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Physics Dept. linked to SDI
By Mike Klug

Chief Babysitter

Well, it was bound to happen
sooner or later, and now it has.
Secret sources within the school
have finally revealed that the
GSC physics department is indeed
working toward completion of a
major component in the Strategic
Defense Initiative ("Star Wars")
Program.
It all began when President
Reagan and his capable and
competent cabinet were convinced
by the Military Industrial
Complex that there was a window
of vulnerability here in south
Georgia.
They concluded that any Soviet
missile sub could, with minimal
effort, disguise itself as a bass
boat full of bass-fishing rednecks
and cruise right up the Savannah
river.
From there the Soviets would be
able to launch a short-range
attack right into the heart of South
Georgia, wiping out hundreds of
opossums, lots of kudzu, and a few
registered voters.
At first the cabinet argued that
the voters were probably
Democrats anyway and therefore
deserved to perish in a Commie
nuclear fireball, but, after much
pleading by Nancy Reagan on
behalf of the opossums and kudzu,
the President finally decided on a
course of action.
After an exhausting search for
a suitable defense site, a special
committee fell prey to Southern's
claims of Academic Excellence
and opted to place the multibillion-dollar missile defence
station here at GSC.
The next step in this incredible
charade was the entrenchment of
a CIA mole right here in our own
physics department.
The CIA chose an innocent, if
not somewhat ignorant, agent
and planted him here under the
guise of CM. Mobley. Mobley's
main function was to clear all
other physics professors for the top

From the
editors desk...
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Mike Klug

secret work which was soon to
ensue (especially that strange
Greek guy with the funny accent).
The GSC physics department
received a five-billion-dollar
grant to research, design, and
build a clandestine missile
zapping system right here on our
campus. The result of this work is
the seemingly innocent radar
dish right outside the GSC
Conference Center.
While this structure may
appear to be just another one of the
noxious sky suckers that have
recently come to litter the
countryside, it is indeed a highintensity radar-tracking system,
missile guidance jammer, and
hotdog cooker.
The hotdog-cooker part was not
originally part of the design but
was later added by the industrious
(and hungry) John Olsen and
Darell Ripply as they Worked
long hours assembling and
painting the dish of death.
Further investigation has
revealed that the project was
completed under budget and the
excess funds spent to buy beer,
suspenders, and auto radar
detectors for the physics faculty.
Sources in the department
claim that the project was kept
secret in order to avoid the,
massive student protests that are
so common here at GSC.
They were also afraid that the
geology department would learn
that funds were available for such
research and would immediately
submit a counter-proposal to build
a system which would shoot down
incoming missiles with rocks or
dead shrimp.

Pictured above is the newest installation in SDI research located here on the GSC campus. Note the sophisticated
hotdog cooker at the apex of the antenna.
What many students fail to
realize is that the location of the
defense station on the GSC
campus makes us all a primary
first-strike target! Right now
there are probably 20 or 30
megatons just waiting for the
chance to blow the Adminstration
Building into the next century!
Sure, the people who built the
thing may say that it's safe but, if
it will cook a hotdog in under 30
seconds, just think of the damage
it could do to the brains of passing
sorority girls.

Now is the time for action! Let
the government know what you
think of its South Georgia
Initiative and the whole Star
Wars system.
Write to your senator and
congressman and tell them all to
stop wasting your money on
weapons of destruction while
people go homeless in the streets.
But most of all be sure to attend the
SGA-organized student rally at
the radar site this afternoon.
One other thing: Don't forget
your hotdogs!

Letters to the editor

Curmudgeon
has got to go
Dear EditorI am writing this letter in reference to the obviously disturbed indivigual that writes under the psuedonym of the "Crumudgeon". I strongly
suggest counseling for this disturbed
person and intensive therapy followed by excruciating months of
electroshock treatment.
Obviously your negative attitudes
toward life in general are being
manifested through an extremely
high sperm count and a lack of sexual
abilities. Your deep-seated resentments toward women obviously stem
from your "impotent" advances toward the fair sex. The knife that you
wear on your hip is surely a phallic
symbol or is it often utilized to relieve
confinement in the presence of
members of the opposite sex?
The epitaph, "Klug the Slug", is
applicable since you are slimy, disgusting and terribly insecure. I remember when I was three or four
years old and learning to tie my
shoes, my mother took away my
black, Pilgrim "buckled" shoes to
enhance my education. Your buckle
fetish is represented by a "Buckle
fixation" that stemmed from masochistic pleasures derived from an
early age.
Seek the help that you need! You
are a Geology student, aren't you?
Save the Mososaur later and yourself
first. Seek the guidance you need in
the Black Hills of South Dakota and
save us from your misguided drivel.
Die Crumudgeon, cretin scum-bag!
(P.S. Throw away Jimmy Swaggart's
phone number!)
Dr. Nicholas Henry

tetter policy

All letters to the editor are subject to standard editing policies for taste,
libel, etc. In fact, any letters received which the editor feels are in
good taste are summarily rejected. Other letters are rewritten to
conform to the editor's own paculiar tastes. The editor reserves the
right to reject any letter and frequently does. There is no word limit on
letters and are published on a first come, first served basis. Letters
should address certain issues and not attack individuals. All letters
MUST BE SIGNED. The letter writer may request to remain anonymous.
However, it will be the editor's decision whether or not to print the
name. And it's your tough luck.

What, Justo right?
Dear Editor"We love Justo , yes we do, cause
the Bible told us to..."
This letter is in response to the
article written by Justo Condo concerning the Pep Band and the Cheerleaders winning the $ 100 spirit
award during the men's basketball
game.
You are absolutely correct in your
comment that told the truth about
the undermining scheme to award
the money to the band and cheerleaders. Although the Pep Band and
Cheerleaders have been at every
home game since the Christmas
break, we feel that we are not very
deserving of the spirit award.
Being a member of the band, I
cannot speak for the cheerleaders,
but I can say that we are very enthused by your exceptional talent
and fact finding abilities. Obviously
you realize we did not sign up for the
contest and as a result it was impossible for us to fairly win. Although we
all work hard at what we do, and do
not receive enough attention, I think
you are God and should help me to
give birth next month. I'm eight
months pregnant. You did not insult
the band and have a nice day.

P.S. Tell Crumudgeon to find the
after-life.
Sally "Slide" Bubblelips
2nd trombone, third row to the
left

We miss 'em...

Dear EditorBring back Biff and Dash! We miss
them and pine for their return. Never
have two individuals done so much
for so little and heartened the very
exsistences of the unfortunate of the
world. We lust after their firm,
healthy bodies and keenly insightful
minds.
Just the sight of them once a year
at the homecoming parade was
enough to satisfy our fantasy needs
for an entire year. We laughed like
we have never laughed before when
we read their witty insights and
razor-sharp wit. When God created
the perfect man, he had Biff and
Dash in mind.
Please get pictures of their backsides for our desperate attempts to
fantasize with these divine beings.
God, we love them so and we just
can't get enough. Big kisses
XOXOXOXO.
OOOOOOOOhhhhhhhh!
AAAAAAhhhhhhhhh! Tell that
Crumudgeon and that slug editor to
slime his way away from the print
media!

We want Biff and Dash like no
women have ever wanted their sexual prowness and large attributes.
Take us now you hose monsters!
Bring them back!
93.5% of all
females on Campus and 100% of all
women in Sororities

I warned you...
EDITOR:
I just want to state for the record
that I had absolutely nothing to do
with this ill-conceived, poorly executed and otherwise sorry excuse for
for a newspaper parody edition.
But, nooooo. You have to do it
your way. Write your own rules.
Follow your own mis-guided path.
Speak your own mind. Carryforward
your own idealistic principles. Challenge authority. And, print just
about anything you want... regardless of how it might offend those in
the campus community more sensitive and caring than you.
The college tries to help you. We
offer counseling. We can provide
support groups. Someone is usually
around to help you focus your energies. There is therapy available.
There are even journalism classes
available to all - even campus lowlife
such as yourself.
If I didn't know better I'd think
that this newspaper was produced by
a bunch of freshmen.
In your brief- and, thankfully soon-to-be-terminated tenure as editor, your have made great strides to
besmirch the dignity of journalists
everywhere. You should be ashamed.
Bill Neville
G-A Advisor
Editor's note:
schmignity.

Dignity,

Mr-
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UALR coach Newell quits to promote protection
i >*

By Ekim Sllim

Sports Editor

Little Rock-Arkansas, Ark. Today, Mike "Drago" Newell, the
outspoken coach of the University
of Little-Rock at Arkansas' basketball team announced his retirement from collegiate coaching and proclaimed himself to be
the leader of a new fundamentalist religious organization dedicated to the promotion of prophylactic usage or the "Trojan
movement."
By Studly McHungwell
After failing to move his school
Sports Stud
into
the NCAA Division I tourSo, Studly, what's bothering
nament
finals and dual losses to
you? What's your vegy? What in
Georgia
Southern College last
the world of sports gets in your
season,
Newell
was placed under
craw and tears at your gut, makobservatory
care
in conjunction
ing you want to cry out in agony
with
a
multiple
technical
foul/
and kill it? Well, I'll tell you...
player
tossing
incident
in
a
it's the Russians' going around
Trans-American
Conference
the nation trying to learn how to
play baseball for the 1992 Summer game. He was subsequently
Olympic Games. Okay, I think given an extensive psychotheraevery country should be allowed to peutic examination that revealed
put its best foot forward come him to be obsessed with toilet paper
Olympic time, but do we have to and sweat socks.
The "Trojan movement,"
help them out? Aren't those
which
began in the Little-Rock
Ruskies good at enough sports
without the US showing them how
to hit a long ball or catch a Sunday
pop fly?
You know what we are setting
ourselves up for, don't you? Yea,
Communist influences on the old
By Dash Riprock
national game. Baseball, hot- Sports Prepster
dogs, apple pie, Chevrolet! AmerThe GSC Lady Eagle Softball
ica, the land of the free, the brave.
team soundly defeated the SouthOh beautiful for spacious... ern men's baseball team 24-0 in
Ruskies are out on the ballparks an exhibition match last weekof our great land, infiltrating the
end. Incredibly, the . ladies
very essence of the American
touched GSC pitching ace Keith
dream. Player arbitration?
Richardson (5-2) for 12 earned
Obviously this is a KGB plot to
runs on 14 hits in less than an inundermine the great American
ning. Debbie Tomkiewicz, the
sport. The signs are everywhere.
Lady Eagle shortstop, went fourThe Reds are coming and if
of-five with a. double and three
we don't stop them soon, it will be
consecutive home runs to lead
Comrade Musburger covering the
an attack that featured 28 hits.
World Series and Comrade Skip
Richardson was impressed with
Carie doing the play-by-play.
the ladies. "Gosh, they sure hit
And what about the St. Louis Carhard. I'm glad they don't play us
dinals? They sure wear Red uniagain this year."
forms all the time. Who's to say
*
*
*
that Jack Clark wasn't a good
Mark McClellan, the GSC
American that they got rid of be- sports information director, anfore he revealed the truth about nounced his impending marWhitey "Moscow" Ford? The riage for later this June. This
Ruskie coaches sure spent a lot of marks the first time that a Southtime in the Cardinal camp. ern SID is to be married in postHmm...
season action in over 10 years.
So, if the Cardinals go "red", This will be McClellan's first
what's to say that other teams career marriage. His premarital
won't fall in line? That Marxism dating averages were .073 dates
dogma associated with the per week, 5.8 rejections per
player's union will drag the month, $89.73 spent per date, 434
league down to the Cardinals' career slaps to the face and one
level. One by one, the teams will abortive engagement.
fall prey to the Communist hordes
as the "domino theory" takes effect. The teams will stop playing
for standings and post-season
action, concentrating instead on
undermining the American way By Slap Maxwell
of life. The very fabric of the
Sports Writer
country will be torn as the evil
GSC president Nicholas Henry
influence of baseball takes hold! •
will
officially break ground for
Even as we speak, the Gorthe
new
Erk Russell Memorial
bachev minions are gathering
Dam
and
Reservoir
on April 23 as
information to do their dirty work
the
construction
of
the new GSC
by spying on the American socirecreational
lake
and aquatic
ety. They swarm over the spring
sports
facility
begins
on the pretraining camps and spread their
sent
site
of
BEAUTIFUL
EAGLE
lies and deceptions. Stop them we
CREEK.
must! We must save the AmeriWith Henry will be many locan way of life now before it is too
cal
notables
including GSC Vicelate. Down with the Commies and
President
Harry
Carter, Mr.
down with the evil influence of the
Paulson,
former
GSC
president
St. Louis Cardinalskis!
Dale
Lick,
Sumo
wrestling
star
In the coming year, we must
and
all-American
place
kicker
eradicate the influences that
Tim Foley, seven time Olympic
threaten our way of life. Refuse to
gold metalist Mark Spitz, and
watch the Cardinals on baseball's
Flipper the dolphin. This distin"Game of the Week"! Throw
guished
group will ceremonially
away those Cardinal hats and root
for the good ole American New
York Mets as they struggle
against St. Louis! Deny ever
hearing of player arbitration and
baseball strikes! Live long and
prosper in the knowledge that our
society does not stoop to the tactics
employed by those sneaky
Ruskies! If you see one, don't talk
to him.
If we as Americans gather together and stand tall in the face of
this threat, our way of life will
survive! Oh, say can you see...
Okay Studly, what's your Vegy
for this week? Well, I'll tell
you...

Mike Newell's toilet paper fetish pleased at Southern

P@T3§
The GSC Sumo wrestling
team was in action this week
against University of Tokyo and
was able to pull out a tie (5-5) due
to Southern standout Tim Foley's
final win in the heavyweight division. Foley, wrestling in the 275
- 500-pound division, easily defeated Yumi Longwong in just 12
seconds. Foley is undefeated this
year and is expected to make a
decision about choosing between
the NFL draft and becoming a ;
professional wrestler in Japan.
*
*
*
The highly successful Southern tennis team (10-2) was in action Saturday against Arkansas
Little-Rock and won seven out of
nine matches. The only blemish
of the day for the Eagles was #1
Ryan Blake's 0-6, 0-6 loss to Sven
Jorgensen. Blake, usually an exceptional player, was destroyed by
the Swedish player and his
brother Jorkiesk, who went on to...
defeat Blake and his doubles
partner Alex Porcella 1-6, 0-6.
Blake's only comment was, "I
can't seem to beat guys with j's
and k's in their names."
*
*
*
Southern associate basketball
coach Jim Backus will leave after
this season to pursue a career as a

area, suggests sweeping changes
goal of life! Praise be unto the
in the public's perception of conCondom!"
dom use and was named apparThe Little-Rock community
ently
after
Little-Rock's
has been scandalized by former"Trojan" basketball team.
coach Newell's behavior and is
Newell was quoted as saying,
planning efforts to censure his
"Halleluja! Always be prepared
participation in UALR activities.
for any sexual eventuality. EmNewell has publically proclaimed
brace the teachings of our religion • his intention to distribute pamand fear no more of the evils of
phlets and free samples of these
Satan's AIDS and illicit pregcontraceptives at every Trojan
nancy!"
home game.
Newell was known as a
Little-Rock players and
rather outspoken and somewhat
coanhes alike are aghast at
obnoxious member of the coachNewell's behavior but are not
t ing community after confidently
particularly surprised. Trojan
predicting boundless success for
point guard Jumpin' Slam
his team and scurrilous comDunkerson sees a trend in
ments concerning other teams on
Newell's actions: "We used to
his schedule.
find them (prophylactics) in his
"I have left th£ sin-filled
locker after games, and he used to
world of collegiate sports behind
talk about contraception right beme and now see the light. I will
fore any home game. I always
minister the faith of predestined
thought it was some form of decontraception to all that will lisfense or something. It was pretty
ten. I predict that all other faiths
weird, no wonder we lost those
Will fall prey to our full court...
games to Georgia Southern. He
ah... preventative defense and
used to fill them (condoms) with
slam dunk the pregnancy probwater and hit us with them when
lem right through the break-away
we lost."

Record
bass caught

M®tt

By Bill Dance

Sports Fisherman

A national angling record was
set this week as former GSC student Tony Mills caught a 65pound, four-ounce hybrid striper
bass in BEAUTIFUL EAGLE
CREEK
Stripers, native to the Statesboro area, are sleek beautiful fish
reknowned for their fighting
abilities.
Mills set the record using an
ultra-light Shakespeare rod, a
Diawa reel and five-pound test
line to haul in the monster.
"It was great!" said Mills, "I
beached him on an old Michelin
tire and hit him with a BEAUTIFUL EAGLE CREEK sign." The
CREEK is legendary for unusually large species of fish due to
mystical and magical properties
reportedly utilized by GSC coach
Erk Russell and his highly successful football team.
Scientists have argued about
the possibility of something in the
waters causing this phenomenon,
but Mills simply stated, "I think it
just ate the beer cans that the students threw in the water... it sure
had a big gut."

Little-Rock
player utilizes
new defense
against Mark
Voitik
male model in California. The
spiffily dressed Backus was
overheard saying, "I've done
some modeling in Statesboro, so
why not in Hollywood? R.J. Pope
today, tomorrow the world! KMart, Wal-Mart, Sears, all the
finer clothes stores. I'll be a
star!"
*
*
*
When asked why her team
did not make the NCAA

Women's basketball tournament
or the National NIT, Lady Eagle
coach Drema Greer subduedly
stated, "Those lousy &*@!%, I'd
like to take a basketball and
&A+@%> them. They didn't even
consider our %&@# record and
just because of &©-*%. Maybe
next year if they get off their
&%#$ and %#©*, we'll get a bid.
But I am happy about the way our
team played this year &%*&!"

Creek to be plugged for Southern Russell Reservoir

Partial
scoreGSC
75

dig in the ground and Flipper will
later put on an exhibition in the
frothy waters of EAGLE CREEK.
The Russell Reservoir will be
the home of the future Eagle water-ski team and the Eagle Bassmasters fishing squad who will
compete in the TAAC conference,
as varsity sports. The lake will
serve the Statesboro community,
as a sanctuary for fishermen,
sportsmen and any aquatic ,
sports. Early this spring, the .
Army Corps of Engineers will
dredge EAGLE CREEK and erect
the Russell Dam to hold back the
rushing waters of the CREEK
The plan is not without drawbacks, though, as the football
practice fields, the intramural
complex and the soccer stadium
will be flooded. Henry is opti-

mistic about resolving these subsequent athletic problems.
"Heck, the football and soccer
teams can practice on Oxford
field. I think this is a giant step
forward in the promotion of water
.'sports here at GSC...besides, I just
got a new bass boat and I want to
try it out."
GSC head football coach Erk
Russell was mystified by the
honor bestowed upon .him.
"Aren't you supposed to be dead to
have a memorial anything? I just
went into surgery to get my arm
fixed, that's all. I think they shot
the gun a little bit. Besides we just
built those fields and now all
we're going to see is the goalposts.
They are even going to flood
Snooky's!"
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Congratulations . . .
Graduating Seniors

THE CYCLIST SHOP
Bicycles Sales & Repairs
Touring and Racing Accessories

"WE WILL GET YOUR BIKE RIGHT"
#6 Windsor Village
G.S.C. Campus

Russell Resevoir to be home for many new aqautic sports

(912)681-2884

Come by the
SIR SHOP
to receive a special
10% discount on
the perfect
interview suit

Ralph Lauren POLO
Now Available

J

Gentilly Place, Statesboro, Ga
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Catchy continued line

BLOOM
rr COUNTY

Continued from page 1

It was a pattern that proved to be
the undoing of the so-called Dirty
Dialer, as Neville and his men
were able to guess who the evildoer was going to call next.

Artsy, Artsy...

Continued from page 2

ing the Legion of Decency, the
Moral Majority, and the
CASWJON (Citizens Against
Singers With Just One Name),
have already declared their intent to picket.
"We don't like those there purple weirdos," said one surly dissident. "If they want to do someone's life, why not Lawrence
Welk? I bet that Prince fella can't
polka!"
In response, Ms. Artsy
just sniffed. "Cretins! I'll bet they
don't like Flesh For Lulu either.
It just goes to show you."
Good luck to Ms. Artsy and her
dancers in their debut. We fully
support artistic expression, especially when it wears whipped
cream. All of us here at the
George-Anne anxiously await
your performance.

Rod! Rad! Rad!

Continued from page 1

shredding the Creek," said GSC
surfer Slash Bigdrop. "I didn't
even know it was surfable," he
added.
Evidently,- the pro surfers
like what they see in south Georgia. "It's great. The best waves
in the world and that great farm
lifestyle to boot," said ASP coordinator Ian Cairtis. "I'm moving here permanently," he added.
One-hundred campus security officers will serve as on-site
body guards for the surfers during the contest.

Cover-up

Continued from page 2
Dr X said. "Polo, besides having
an obnoxious odor, activates
normally dormant hormones in
the male."
Dr. X warned that, if you are
using Polo or have used it for over
a year, you may already be showing some or all of the symptoms.
In response to the potential
flood of victims, the Health Center
is preparing a pamphlet telling
afflicted males how to best cope
with their condition.
Government scientists are
currently working on an antidote
for Polo cologne, but sources say
they will probably find a cure for
AIDS first.
1

"By the time we were called
in," Neville stated, "the person
had reached the listing for
'Jones.' And, since we knew we
couldn't keep up with those Joneses, we just figured the prankster
would try to call the Kennedys, the
next name in the book."
The SMUT team put a tap on the
Kennedys' telephone and waited.
Two days later, the surveillance
paid off when a deep-throated
voice came over the line and began talking with Mrs. Kennedy,
making references to whips,
chains, and cucumbers.
"It was horrible," a distraught
Nancy
Kennedy
claimed*,
wringing her hands. "The man
kept making grunting sounds in^
my ear. At first, I thought it w%s
just my husband Ralph, but then I
realized it was daytime, so I panicked. The next thing I knew, the
officer who had been stationed in
my house started talking on his
walkie-talkie and told me the call
had been traced."
Traced it was, right here to the
campus of GSC. Though neither
Neville nor any other members of
SMUT would disclose the name of
the suspect they took into custody,
an informant reported that the
Dirty Dialer belonged to GSC's
geology department. The police
are still investigating in an effort
to determine whether the suspect
had accomplices.
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BLOOM COUNTY
YOU MAY NOT HAve
mvcep, QUICHE.- BUT
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COUNSELOR/
TEACHER

Leader in quality programs for Youth at Risk
seeks Counselor/Teachers for year-round wilderness camps in FL, NC, Rl,
VT and NH. Child care/
college experience preferred. Excellent salary
and benefits.
FOR AN INTERVIEW
call Jack Loring or Wendy
Burns at 1/800-554-4357
or send resume to:
ECKERD FAMILY YOUTH
ALTERNATIVES, INC.
P.O. Box 7450
Clearwater, FL 34618
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If you're wondering how our heores made it here, see Bloom County extravangaza, page 2.

ttNo matter how
bad they are,
Grandma loves
to hear the
latest jokes.5}

One-hundred Campus Security
officers assisted in the investigation.

It's in the can,.

Continued from page 1

Statesboro Fire Department, three
Statesboro Police patrol cars, two
ambulances and the Georgia Na- .
tional Guard swarmed to the
scene. "Yep, we really had the
situation under control. You just
can't skimp on personnel when
lives are at stake," said Campus
Security officer Wilbur Kookmeyer.

G&s

STEAKERLY
AND FISHERY

Specializing in Steak & Seafood

Specials to help you
decide on which days
you want to dine.

MONDAY
Blue Monday
"ALL-YOU-CAN EAT'

You miss her sparkling
sense of humor. She misses
you and your jokes. Even the
bad ones. That's one good
reason to call long distance.
AT&T Long Distance Service
is another good reason. Because it costs less than you
think to hear your grandmother start to giggle before you even get to the
punch line.
So whenever you miss
her laughter, bring a smile
to her face with AT&T. Reach
out and touch someone®

$389

TUESDAY
8 OZ. GROUND SIRLOIN

THURSDAY
5 OZ. BURGER ON BUN
w/choiee of Potato

'1"

FRIDAY
1/2 LB. FRESH FRIED SHRIMP

If you'd like to know more
about AT&T products and
services, like the AT&T Card,
call us at 1800 222-0300.

$579

SATURDAY
STEAK & SHRIMP
J779

OF YOUR

CHOICE

SUNDAY
HOME COOKED BUFFET

AT THE

11a.ffi.-2:30p.m.

AT&T

*63S

NO PURCHASE RE^U1R|

#7UNIVERSI#PL£ZA
OPEN M0N:SAT;!2-e ;
- EXPIRE#l/7|88: I

ONE PER CUSTOMER {

The right choice.

SUNDAY NIGHT
BURGER & FRIES

m iFmsfim

I

rrr

TMHERE/

$549

V

WAS THAT IT
0RPIPIMI55

fQUICHE f

WEDNESDAY
"ALL-YOU-CAN-EAT"
RJ'S BABY SHRIMP

BRII
THIS AD
FOR A \£M
OTTOM

by Berke Breathed

SERVED 5 TIL 10 P.M.
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434 S. MAIN ST.
STAT&SBORO
489-8658
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